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Slow to hire checklist

1. Does this candidate have ALL the minimum experience requirements that 
    you set before meeting them? 

4. Is there a legitimate reason that this strong candidate is available, and 
    do they have proof of top 20% performance at their last company?

2. Did all that participated in the interview process feel they a rock-solid 
    culture fit for your team?

3. Is the compensation offered in-line with what the candidate was
    earning before?

5. Would you be concerned if your current team had to compete against this
    candidate in the open market if they worked for your biggest competitor?
6. Did everyone in your company’s multi-step interview process (Traditional
     and experiential) feel that this candidate would be a great asset to your 
     organization (skills wise?) 
7. Are they better equipped to perform than the last person that held 
    that position?

9. Have you spoken to several provided references and have you asked for 
     additional references to those that they have lead and managed before
     if in a leadership role?
10. Have you done a criminal background check (Asking for all counties that
       they have lived in)
11. Have you done an online search for prior and recent behavior that would 
     reflect poorly on your company? Are any of their views expressed differently 
     than what you were told?

12. Have you taken the candidate out in a social setting and observed how
      they interact with others?

8. Have they taken various assessments to determine if they have what it
    takes to do the job?

All of the main checkpoints to ensure a great hire (1/3 initial office 
interview/experiential interview, 1/3 assessments, and 1/3 resume 
and references) and  a scoring matrix to rate the “whole body” of 
their previous experience and potential fit


